
Troubles and Destiny; Tragedy and Good

Thanks  to  Graham  Cooke1 and  Lance  Wallnau2,  we  have  learnt  that  any  of  our  problems  are  an
opportunity for Father to show up and bring something out of it that he wants. This is how we are molded
and shaped, and how he demonstrates his love and favour to us.

That’s a difficult concept to come to grips with. In fact, it will most likely require a paradigm shift to
accept because religion and theology blocks our understanding of his heart in the matter of the issues of
life.

Brian Simmons wrote this very important insight on the topic from his understanding and perspective:

“Your breakthrough isn’t meant for you alone. The explosive goodness of God in your life is meant to
illuminate the darkness in someone else’s. For every shadowy illusion of evil, there is light. In place of
trials, trauma, and pain, God has designed destiny. He has planned for goodness to rise out of every
tragedy.” 3

Like me and many others, difficulties in life should be viewed as an opportunity to strengthen ourselves
spiritually, like exerted exercise improves our bodies. That attitude should transform our responses so we
aren’t upset when things go wrong. In fact, we should even get excited with expectation.

Laurence
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